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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2518-Once his Mind and Body both came to 
Supreme level 10, David’s combat power would reach the scary partial 
Heavenly Overlord Rank. 

It would be more than enough to help Pebbles solve her problem with this 
combat power. 

David turned off the system. 

As he looked at Pebbles who was deep in her slumber, he smiled dotingly. 

The little girl had grown up a lot since she was always by his side these few 
days. 

Now that they met again, she seemed to eat and sleep more. 

Then, David heard some rustling in his ears. 

It was so soft that ordinary people would not be able to hear it. 

David could only hear it based on his strong perception. 

He knew this came from the people outside. 

When David came back from Jumbo Court three days ago, he noticed a lot of 
unknown people around his residence. 

They had almost surrounded the entire manor. 

He did not need to think to know that those people were hired by the 
Campbell family to monitor him. 

They were worried that David would flee and, when the time came, they would 
not be able to find him. 

David ignored this. 

In the past three days, he was basking in the joy of his lavish points 
skyrocketing. 

Since he was in a state of joy, he was not bothered by those people. 



In three days, one-tenth of the people in Amber City had gone. 

At the same time, more and more people were leaving continuously. 

The entire city seemed to fall into a semi-paralyzed state. 

A sense of panic was spreading as well. 

Arian was not idle. He was maintaining the order of Amber City this entire time 
with the law enforcement team. It had been three days since he rested. 

Level 9 civilization Leila. 

The Campbell family, one of the major families, had gathered enough people. 
When the Marche family’s powerhouses arrived, they would enter The Spirit 
Cage together to demand an explanation from David. 

The Marche family’s jurisdiction was not the same as the Campbell family’s, 
and they were in another main city in The 

Spirit Cage too. 

So, if the Marche family wanted to go to Amber City, there were two options. 

One, they could enter The Spirit Cage from the Marche residence and land in 
their family’s main city. Then, they could head to Amber City inside The Spirit 
Cage. 

Of course, this was very time and energy-consuming. 

Only souls could enter The Spirit Cage. They could not tear apart the space 
inside so they could only travel using their own speed. 

The main city where the Marche family was located was very far from Amber 
City. 

Even if they dispatched all of the powerhouses, it would take a very long time. 

Another way was to send people to the Campbell family and use the Campbell 
family’s equipment to enter The Spirit Cage. That way, they would arrive 
directly at Amber City’s descending point. 



Fabiola and her guards entered The Spirit Cage in this way. Then, she 
appeared in Amber City to find Perry. 

One could tear apart space in the real world and if they were strong enough, 
they could travel in the highest twelvedimensional space. Their speed would 
be very fast. 

It would be much faster than entering The Spirit Cage and then traveling to 
Amber City. 

The Marche family chose the second option. 

The Campbell family received the news in advance. They knew the 
powerhouses from the Marche family were on their way and would be here 
soon. 

They were waiting. 

The reason they did not enter The Spirit Cage in advance was because of 
Egan’s suggestion. 

After some discussion with the Campbell family’s seniors about David’s 
various attributes and how Egan was unable to detect the mysterious 
powerhouse beside David, they decided to let the Marche family take the lead. 
The Campbell family decided to not be the one to stand out. 

If they got into trouble, the Marche family would be the ones having to deal 
with it. Then, the Campbell family could have more options. 

Perry was not valued anyway so the Campbell family did not have to waste so 
much effort on him. 

If they were not disrespected, they did not even want to form grudges with 
David the mysterious young man. 

 


